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Abstract
Research suggests that marginalized social media users face disproportionate content moderation and removal. However, when content is removed or accounts suspended, the processes governing content moderation are largely invisible, making assessing content moderation bias difficult. To study this bias, we conducted a digital ethnography of marginalized users on Reddit’s /r/FTM subreddit and Twitch’s “Just Chatting” and “Pools, Hot Tubs, and Beaches” categories, observing content moderation visibility in real time. We found that on Reddit, a text-based platform, platform tools make content moderation practices invisible to users, but moderators make their practices visible through communication with users. Yet on Twitch, a live chat and streaming platform, content moderation practices are visible in channel live chats, “unban appeal” streams, and “back from my ban” streams. Our ethnography shows how content moderation visibility differs in important ways between social media platforms, harming those who must see offensive content, and at other times, allowing for increased platform accountability.
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**Introduction**

In January 2022, Twitter confirmed it had permanently suspended US Representative Marjorie Taylor Greene’s (R-Georgia) personal account for violating COVID-19 misinformation guidelines (Sullivan and Dale, 2022). This was not the first time Twitter had revealed its content moderation decisions; in January 2021, the platform suspended US President Donald Trump’s personal account for policy violations (Twitter Inc, 2021). Yet despite these well-publicized peeks behind the curtain of social media content moderation, most content moderation remains hidden—often by design—from public view (Roberts, 2019). The implications of this are profound; although there is an undeniable public interest justification for private processing of harmful, violent, and illegal content, there is a real danger of moderators—whether individuals or institutions—transferring their own cultural biases to the content moderation process (Binns et al., 2017). When these decisions are biased, they other and marginalize certain groups of people (Haimson et al., 2021b). Mitigating this bias and marginalization may require increased visibility to increase possible accountability, but the extent to content moderation visibility’s impact may differ across platforms.

Twitter, where Greene and Trump’s suspensions occurred, functions as a top-down platform, meaning that most of its moderation occurs through platform moderators and/or algorithmic tools. On bottom-up platforms like Twitch and Reddit, the subjects of our study, most moderation occurs through volunteer moderators (Bradford et al., 2019). Twitch is a live streaming and live chat platform centered around game live streaming and participatory online communities (Hamilton et al., 2014). Reddit is a text-based platform where users can create or join topic-based discussion communities, including support communities for specific marginalized communities. While top-down platforms do moderate marginalized users’ content disproportionately (Haimson et al., 2021b), bottom-up platforms offer a space to analyze content moderation practices outside of and alongside algorithmic tools. Yet sometimes, such as in the cases of Reddit and Twitch, a platform blurs the lines between top-down and bottom-up moderation by combining company-level guidelines with volunteer moderation, employing what Caplan (2018) called community-reliant approaches.

In this article, we examine content moderation in real-time across Reddit and Twitch to observe the differences in community-reliant approaches for content moderation visibility. We explore how content moderation visibility impacts marginalized users on these bottom-up platforms. We ask:

**RQ1.** How do social media bans of marginalized users and their content make visible places where content moderation systems and policies do not work as intended?

**RQ2.** How might digital ethnographic methods identify and track seemingly invisible content moderation practices?

To answer these research questions, we conducted a digital ethnography of Reddit’s /r/FTM subreddit and Twitch’s “Just Chatting” and “Pools, Hot Tubs, and Beaches” categories, two field sites that consist of particularly marginalized users, including
transgender users on Reddit (Alford, 2021) and female streamers (Ferrari, 2021) and streamers of color (Grayson, 2021b) on Twitch. We found that although Twitch and Reddit are both bottom-up platforms utilizing community-reliant approaches, their differences in platform features affected the content moderation visibility of each. On Reddit, platform tools make content moderation practices invisible to users, but moderators may make these practices visible through communication with users. An example is subreddit moderators’ leaving explanatory “removal reason” comments on removed content, either manually writing these explanations or using AutoModerator (Reddit’s native automated moderation tool) to do so automatically (Reddit, 2022a). On Twitch, content removal can be seen in channel live chats, “unban appeal” streams, and “back from my ban” streams.1 Both platforms’ content moderation practices are also made visible through press coverage of noteworthy bans and content removals, usually of public figures like celebrities and politicians.

A digital ethnography of Reddit and Twitch provides a glimpse of how marginalized populations experience content moderation on bottom-up platforms. Methodologically, our digital ethnography contributes to the existing literature by considering content moderation visibility holistically, combining analysis of content removal, account bans, and press coverage. Theoretically, this adds to previous literature on “following the field” (Burrell, 2009) by considering how ethnographic fieldwork interacts with larger phenomena like media attention. We hope that the insights from this study and their implications can help platforms improve content moderation practices to better serve marginalized populations. This article will not “solve” content moderation but make actionable suggestions toward possible solutions. Our study provides insight into new, unique ways of making content moderation visible while also discussing visibility’s pitfalls alongside its benefits.

Related work

A brief overview of content moderation research and marginalized groups

Content moderation is a necessary part of the work platforms must do, as it enables platforms to protect users and user groups from one another and antagonists, allowing platforms to remove offensive and/or illegal content (Gillespie, 2017, 2018). However, discrimination and disproportionate moderation faced by marginalized groups are unanticipated consequences of platform moderation. Many journalists and scholars have argued that moderation practices across different platforms disproportionately target marginalized groups such as queer people and women of color, particularly queer/transgender Black women (Electronic Frontier Foundation, 2019; Salty, 2019; Smith et al., 2021), individuals with mental illness (Feuston et al., 2020), and many others (Haimson et al., 2021b; Lux and Lil Miss Hot Mess, 2017). Haimson et al. (2021b) reiterated the problems with false positives, where content and accounts are removed despite apparent adherence to site policies and community norms.

Making visible the practices that generate such potentially biased moderation is difficult (Feuston et al., 2020; Nakamura, 2015), as platforms tend to lack both transparency and accountability in their appeals processes (Vaccaro et al., 2020; West, 2018). Attempts
to generalize content moderation practices across all groups collapse contexts that can often negatively impact marginalized users (Caplan, 2018). For example, despite Facebook’s claim to defend all races and genders equally (Angwin et al., 2017), marginalized users who rearticulate the hate speech directed at them in their effort to expose and confront the injustice face the same content removal as their antagonists (Jan and Dwoskin, 2017). The wide margins of error and the lack of context and nuance of current computational solutions to content moderation make such interventions prone to overcorrection and are thus inadequate for many users, especially for the most marginalized (see also Buolamwini and Gebru, 2018; Oliva et al., 2021).

Yet human moderation has its limitations, such as the potential psychological trauma of such work (Roberts, 2019). In addition, the algorithms designed to mitigate the human factor are themselves trained by humans who may hold biases that can be transferred to the moderation algorithms (Binns et al., 2017).

**Visibility and content moderation**

All steps of content moderation (flagging, deliberation, etc.) except the final steps of content removal and account suspension are invisible to most social media users (Gillespie, 2018). Roberts (2016) argued that content moderation and the humans who do it are meant to be invisible; by keeping the mechanisms of content moderation out of the public eye, platforms seek to project an image of objectivity (Roberts, 2019). In many cases, the extent of content moderation visibility is akin to Facebook’s flagging and support dashboard, which still manages to keep the algorithmic parts of the process invisible (Crawford and Gillespie, 2014). On Tumblr, the 2018 NSFW (not suitable for work) content ban made its content moderation processes visible as well, allowing users and researchers to critique Tumblr’s policies, processes, and politics (Sybert, 2021). On Twitch, acts of moderation can be both visible and invisible, as users can see moderation happening in real-time in Twitch’s live chats but cannot see the behind-the-scenes coordination and sanctions enacted by channel moderators (Cai et al., 2021). In comparison, moderation on Reddit is a mostly invisible process; because Reddit is not a real-time platform, Reddit users cannot see content or account removals taking place as they happen (Jhaver et al., 2019a). As evidenced here, content moderation is difficult to research, as researchers often can analyze only what is seen (Gerrard and Thornham, 2020). Often, the invisible parts of content moderation can be researched only when those who experience content moderation or those enacting the moderation publicly describe their experiences.

Content moderation is made invisible through various actions. Shadowbanning, or the act of making users’ content invisible to other users without removing it entirely (West, 2018), is one of these invisible processes that make it difficult to hold platforms responsible for erasing marginalized voices (Blunt and Wolf, 2020). Platforms usually say that they do not shadowban users (Gadde and Beykpour, 2018; Rosen, 2019; TeamYouTube, 2020), but multiple studies have shown the narratives of users who report experiencing some form of shadowbanning (Are, 2020; Middlebrook, 2020; Salty, 2019; Smith et al., 2021). Reporters (Biddle et al., 2020) found that TikTok leadership instructed moderators to disproportionately moderate posts created by “ugly, poor, or disabled” users. Such
discoveries make visible areas where content moderation is most hidden, allowing for critique and calls for clearer, more consistent, and more judicious content moderation practices. The complaints of marginalized users targeted by such moderation may be discounted, however, and the harassed users themselves might face retaliatory moderation as punishment, as when Black users talk explicitly about racism on Facebook (Guynn, 2019). In addition, appeals processes to dispute problematic moderation often have systematic failures that disenfranchise these marginalized groups from the process entirely (Vaccaro et al., 2020).

Reddit, Twitch, and content moderation

On Reddit, subreddit content moderation is predominantly performed by teams of volunteer moderators. Moderators focus on enforcing both subreddit-specific community guidelines and Reddit’s sitewide guidelines that apply to all subreddits. Common Reddit moderator actions can include removing posts, comments, and media that violate subreddit guidelines and banning users who violate subreddit guidelines (Jhaver et al., 2019b; Reddit, 2022b). However, on Twitch, live chat means that content moderation practices happen much quicker. Cai and Wohn (2019) found that despite being a predominantly bottom-up platform, Twitch presents unique challenges to content moderation compared to asynchronous communities such as Wikipedia and Reddit. As in other bottom-up platforms, moderators for Twitch micro-communities (channels built around a single or group of streamers), who are charged with negotiating complex interpersonal relationships with streamers and viewers, are unpaid volunteers, without relevant purposeful training in their important moderator obligations (Cai and Wohn, 2019).2

Many volunteer moderators on both Reddit and Twitch do the work in place of algorithms because of their strong commitment to their communities (Seering et al., 2019). Seering et al. (2019) warned, however, that imbalance between platform-driven and user-driven governance can create safe spaces for extremist communities and hate groups to develop and thrive. However, Seering et al. (2017) also found that despite the potential for online communities to become spaces for hate, moderators can shape pro- and anti-social behaviors through their moderation practices and example setting. This is especially pertinent in the context of this study, as researchers argue Reddit contributes to “toxic technocultures,” or cultures enabled and propagated through sociotechnical networks and online gaming centered around othering those perceived as outside its culture (Massanari, 2017). These spaces generally “demonstrate retrograde ideas of gender, sexual identity, sexuality, and race and push against issues of diversity, multiculturalism, and progressivism.” (Massanari, 2017: 333) While a platform itself may not be “toxic,” it can still allow substantial harassment and abuse toward marginalized people. Reddit and Twitch enable spaces for marginalized groups, but these spaces ultimately face increased harassment and abuse as their progressive and multicultural natures threaten the platforms’ dominant culture.

As several examples, volunteer moderators on Reddit often witness troubling trends of racist, anti-Semitic, and misogynistic content posted on their subreddits, demonstrating the “default masculine whiteness” of Reddit’s majority userbase (Gilbert, 2020). These observations mirror Reddit’s history of hosting large, explicitly bigoted
user communities such as r/TheRedPill, /r/Incels, and other subreddits characterized by an overt hatred of people holding certain marginalized identities and a general rejection of “diversity, multiculturalism, and progressivism” (Gilbert, 2020; Massanari, 2017). Massanari (2017) cited Reddit’s structural design, including elements such as the “upvote”-based content-visibility algorithm, user pseudonymity, and the ease of creating new user accounts, as key factors in the creation and success of these hate-based communities on Reddit. Reddit’s sitewide administrators have banned some explicitly hateful or abusive subreddits in the past (Chandrasekharan et al., 2017). However, Habib et al. (2019: 3) found that these subreddit removals rarely take place “except in reaction to media pressure or catastrophic external events taking place as a result of discourse on [Reddit],” an approach that is criticized by some Reddit users for only taking place “after a significant amount of damage has already been observed.”

We extend the “toxic technoculture” designation to communities on Twitch, the largest platform for streaming online gaming. While Twitch’s guidelines present themselves as straightforward, “common sense” documents, they replicate and reinforce oppressive and discriminatory attitudes toward marginalized individuals (Gray and Leonard, 2018). Twitch’s definition of sexual content is vague, subjective, and often contradictory, enabling further marginalization of streamers who are not cisgender heterosexual men (Ruberg, 2021; Zolides, 2020). Users are currently asking Twitch to improve their community guidelines and protections for marginalized streamers and viewers. For example, in August 2021, marginalized Twitch streamers rallied under the banner of #TwitchDoBetter, a Twitter hashtag created by streamer RekItRaven after a hate raid took over their community chat; for many of these streamers and creators, the hashtag expresses their frustration over Twitch’s inadequate or misguided handling of harassment and abuse on their platform (Grayson, 2021b). In addition, Twitch has faced controversy related to sexual content on the platform, from yoga ASMR (autonomous sensory meridian response) streams (Diaz, 2021) to the rise of hot-tub streams (Asarch, 2021; Grayson, 2021a, 2021c).

**Method**

To examine content moderation on two different bottom-up platforms using community-reliant approaches—Reddit and Twitch—we conducted a 5-week digital ethnography (Hine, 2000) observing content moderation in real-time. During this digital ethnography, we took field notes on interactions between moderators and users on Reddit and between streamers, moderators, and viewers on Twitch for around 10 hours per week. We conducted our digital ethnography at a specific field site on each platform: the /r/FTM subreddit and the “Just Chatting” and “Pools, Hot Tubs, and Beaches” categories on Twitch. Our goals were to observe how content moderation of marginalized users and their content might illuminate faults in policies and systems (RQ1), and how digital ethnographic methods might better identify and make visible seemingly invisible content moderation practices (RQ2). All aspects of this study were reviewed and deemed exempt from oversight by University of Michigan’s Institutional Review Board (IRB).
Digital ethnography

This study utilizes digital ethnographic methods to observe content moderation in real-time, analyzing the different features of a live chat and live streaming-based platform (Twitch) alongside the features of a solely text-based platform (Reddit). Digital ethnography refers to ethnography mediated by digital technologies, which can include ethnographic accounts of both offline and online groups (Murthy, 2008, 2011). For Reddit, we originally chose a variety of both discussion and humor-based subreddits that cater to transgender user communities, including /r/traaaaannnnnnnnns and /r/FTM. We later decided to focus specifically on /r/FTM because it is a large discussion-oriented community that presented more opportunities to witness visible moderation. For Twitch, we began with the “Pools, Hot Tubs, and Beaches” category as it had garnered press and controversy around bans and harassment of female streamers (Grayson, 2021a, 2021c). From there, we discovered a variety of streamers partaking in “unban appeal” videos, leading us to expand the field site to include any streamer streaming these types of videos. To find relevant videos, the authors examined recent streams in the “Pools, Hot Tubs, and Beaches” category and the “Just Chatting” category, as the latter became a category where “unban appeal” videos were frequently uploaded. As Feuston et al. (2020) similarly disclosed, our ethnography is naturally political but remains engaged with ethical responsibilities and considerations, as we use digital ethnography to connect and empathize with marginalized experiences within our field sites and overall to listen actively and adaptively (Winter and Lavis, 2020).

Data collection and analysis

We used Braun and Clarke’s (2006) thematic analysis methods to qualitatively analyze our field-note data alongside excerpts from our field sites. Our team followed Braun and Clarke’s (2006) six-step process of familiarizing ourselves with the data, generating initial codes, searching for themes, reviewing themes, defining and naming themes, and then producing our final report. Starting this six-step process, the first and second authors took field notes at least 3 days per week, reading and rereading our data while taking notes on initial ideas for open codes. We inductively coded lines and important text with our open codes and wrote memos following each day of coding. Following our initial coding, we met collaboratively as a team to separate and combine codes based on similarity and to identify emergent themes (Braun and Clarke, 2006). In further meetings, we followed this same process, reviewing and refining our themes on two levels (Braun and Clarke, 2006): The first involved making sure that our coded field-notes excerpts matched the themes we had come up with (and if not, refining our themes as needed to make sense with the data), and the second involved refining our final themes as needed to fit all relevant data. Then, we defined and named these final themes to reflect and represent the data. These themes included “actions that make moderation visible,” “visibility outside the platform,” “users’ responses to moderation,” and “invisible moderation.” All these themes revolve around how content moderation becomes visible.

Moderation visibility exists on a continuum. While we were able to determine that moderation and removal had occurred, in most instances, the removed or altered content
itself was often rendered inaccessible. For instance, on Twitch, when one sees a com-
ment removed by a moderator, that is a visible moment of content moderation. However,
if one does not see the original comment and only sees that it was removed or moder-
ated, there is a level of invisibility to this content moderation, as users do not know what
the original message included. In addition, rewatching an uploaded stream will auto-
matically hide any moderated comments so that viewers do not see comments moder-
ated during the stream. Complexities that arise around content moderation’s temporality
make Twitch’s live-chat and live-streaming features an interesting place to observe con-
tent moderation visibility.

“Real-time” moderation differs on asynchronous platforms like Reddit compared to
synchronous platforms like Twitch, where content removals can be viewed as they take
place. In comparison, “real-time” moderation on Reddit becomes visible when a user
witnesses a Reddit post or comment replaced with a “removed by moderator” label while
attempting to access or refresh the content (see Figure 1). Although this witnessing can
take place almost immediately after a moderator removes content, it still introduces a
level of invisibility to Reddit moderation, as Reddit users unaware of content before its
removal may never realize content moderation has taken place. Although it is technically
possible to find links to removed Reddit content, the process still relies on being aware
content was removed. One way to access removed Reddit content is to view a modera-
tor’s public comment history and to access their comments on a post that was removed.
While the body text of removed posts is invisible, it is possible to tell what kind of con-
tent was removed by reading the interactions between the moderator who removed the
content and the user who originally posted it (see Figure 2). If there are no such interac-
tions on that content, however, it is difficult to know what was removed.

**Ethical considerations**

In this article’s write-up, we made decisions on how to report data using ethical fabrica-
tion (Markham, 2012) and anonymization because we were not able to get informed
consent to participate in research from Twitch and Reddit users (franzke et al., 2020).
For Reddit, we anonymized account usernames to maintain posters’ privacy, as they are
not public figures and often use Reddit to discreetly find information on trans-related issues. Unlike Twitch, Reddit posts and comments are typically visible and discoverable on search engines, along with the accounts that post them. Because of this risk, we modified Reddit users’ post and comment text (e.g. paraphrasing) to reduce traceability back to their Reddit accounts. For Twitch, we did not anonymize streamers’ usernames or quotes, as we consider them public figures when they broadcast content. However, when streamers reference viewers in the chat, we anonymized those people’s usernames to protect their identities; no anonymization of viewers’ quotes is needed, as moderated content is not viewable in an uploaded stream after the stream has been completed and is thus not traceable.

Limitations

Like any ethnography-based research, this work involves limitations. First, our data collection period (summer 2021) greatly influenced the types of content we saw on Twitch and Reddit. It was a time of mass hate raids on Twitch (Grayson, 2021a), the introduction of the “Pools, Hot Tubs, and Beaches” category, and mass transphobic hate raids on Reddit (Alford, 2021). These events made these platforms opportune spaces of inquiry for our study but may not reflect average amounts or intensities of problematic content. Second, our research was conducted in a mostly US context, as the research team is based solely in the United States. This means that our results may not be as applicable to non-US and non-Western contexts; however, our results provide important insights about these platforms nonetheless.

Results: (in)visible moderation

The relative visibility of content moderation processes differed between the two platforms studied. On Reddit, content moderation becomes most visible during direct, text-based comment interactions between the users and the moderators, which generally occur after a moderator removes a user’s post or comments, and when Reddit users challenge the actions of subreddit moderators, through appeals or requests for explanation, when users’ content is removed. On Twitch, streamers and viewers actively participate in the content moderation process or discuss content moderation decisions during live
streams, revealing their interventions with the phrase “message deleted by a moderator” and through “unban appeals,” “mod apps” (communal review of applications to join the moderation team), and “unban” public announcement videos.

**Content moderation visibility**

The examples described in this section highlight important differences between platforms related to marginality and content moderation. On Reddit, we describe a case of content moderation revolving around efforts to protect marginalized groups. However, on Twitch, we describe a case where a marginalized streamer argues that she has been discriminated against by the platform’s moderation. Content moderation visibility is integral in both cases. Reddit’s mostly invisible content moderation processes help protect /r/FTM users from viewing abusive content. Yet invisible content moderation does not help marginalized Twitch streamers in the same way; instead, they are forced to make moderation visible as one way to right a platform’s wrongs.

**Actions that make moderation visible on Reddit.** On Reddit, most moderator actions are unpublicized, unless the subreddit’s moderation team specifically seeks input from their users about their decisions. Occasionally, users will post screenshots of their content that was removed by the moderators with a caption asking for an explanation or expressing frustration with the removal. While this kind of user action can make moderation visible, these kinds of posts are typically quickly removed by the moderators and can result in a user’s being banned, making viewing the moderation actions in question quite difficult.

In early July, a wave of bot accounts with transphobic usernames and profile pictures began mass-following and sending abusive, often violent messages to openly trans users throughout Reddit. On /r/FTM, users began posting about being followed by these transphobic accounts. Users occasionally received transphobic direct messages from these accounts as well. While Reddit has a system to block other user accounts, this feature functions only to prevent the harassed user from seeing the blocked user’s comments and posts. The blocked user can still see and interact with the harassed user’s posts and comments and can also make another Reddit account to continue their harassment. Trans Reddit users expressed frustration, fear, and a sense of helplessness on the platform while this problem took place, particularly in response to the sheer lack of options users had to deal with these bots. There was little that moderators of trans-specific subreddits like /r/FTM could do about this problem; even if a moderator were to ban an abusive account from posting or commenting on a subreddit, that user could still view the subreddit and direct message its users. Several other trans-specific subreddits, such as /r/MtF and r/transpassing, set their subreddits to “private” to combat this problem, meaning users who were not already subscribed to those subreddits and wanted access were required to message a moderator to request access. /r/FTM moderators chose not to set their subreddit to “private” and instructed users to avoid engaging with the transphobic accounts or posting any screenshots of the accounts to the subreddit instead. The moderators asked users to report these abusive accounts directly to the moderator team so they could be banned as quickly as possible and to limit any discussion of the problem to
a moderator-approved “megathread” about the topic. Reddit’s site-wide administrative team initially did not remark on this wave of transphobic abuse.

**Actions that make moderation visible on twitch.** On Twitch, content moderation is made visible through the interactions between streamers and their moderators, the platform, and viewers. Streamers issue public announcements about their own ban or unban, submit unban appeals and/or mod apps on their live stream, and set norms by guiding viewers to follow live-chat rules. Often, streamers will poll moderators and/or viewers about the ban/unban status of a viewer and/or their content (see Figure 3). Streamers may also provide insight about certain bans or solicit explanations from a moderator on their team about a banning determination. In addition, streamers occasionally allow viewers to participate in the mod app process. Content moderation is especially evident when the streamer or their moderation team removes comments that break community guidelines (see Figure 4) and reiterates the rules, either on stream or in the chat.

The 2021 Twitch ban of streamer Sukesha Ray, an Asian American woman who streams to the “Just Chatting” and “Hot Tubs” categories, and her July return to the platform (after a month of being banned) exemplifies many of the attributes of the Twitch content moderation process and its potential for streamer-initiated visibility. Under the all-capitalized banner “WE SURVIVED THE INDEFINITE BAN!!!!! WERE BACK!!!!!!!,” which she streamed in the “Just Chatting” and “Hot Tubs” spaces, Ray elicited a flood of comments from viewers asking about her ban, along with a corresponding response from moderators that “Sukes” herself would explain it when the stream officially started (she had been banned for exposing the aureole of her breast in a streamed video). Without the publicity generated by her unban appeal video and the July come-back stream, most Twitch users

![Figure 3](image-url)
would have been unaware of both the banning itself and the infraction that initiated it. Ray, speaking about how she took legal action and how she struggled to be officially reinstated, revealed to viewers both the inner workings of content moderation and the emotional toll that such actions can have on those who are moderated.

**Responses to moderation**

**Users on Reddit.** On /r/FTM, users commonly post about their frustration with moderation practices after experiencing content removal that they felt was either unjustified or
insufficiently explained. While /r/FTM users have the option of sending a direct message to the subreddit moderation team, many are either unaware of this option or deliberately choose to post their grievances on the subreddit to reveal moderator action. In some cases, when moderator contact is not forthcoming, other users, who have been made aware of a user’s dissatisfaction, step in to explain the applicable rules and to support and guide the user to solutions or alternative approaches.

Comment removals on Reddit are generally more visible than post removals; comments removed by moderators have their text and usernames erased but do not entirely disappear like removed posts. Moderators sometimes go beyond simply reiterating the rule that had been broken, offering more extended responses in a comment section, taking the time, for example, to explain triggering language in a comment that the user had meant to be innocently humorous.

**Viewers on Twitch.** Twitch viewers’ responses to content moderation are made visible through unban appeal videos. In our time spent watching Twitch streams in the “Just Chatting” and “Hot Tubs” categories, most viewer responses fell into two categories: denial and further harassment and genuine remorse. In the denial and further harassment category, viewers expressed disagreement with the content moderation decision and/or further violated the community guidelines, espousing more harassment and abuse in their unban appeal comment.

In most cases, bans were met with denial and/or further harassment in the ban appeals. Very few examples included “remorse,” and we cannot determine if viewers who apologized were actually remorseful. However, what is important here is how these unban appeals make moderation decisions visible. Not only are the moderators’ ban decisions revisited and reevaluated; they are done so publicly, and other viewers’ opinions are taken into account. For example, one streamer doing an unban appeal stream asked viewers in the chat to post an angel or a devil emoji to decide whether a viewer should remain banned. The angel symbolizes forgiveness, suggesting that the viewer should be unbanned, while the devil symbolizes punishment, suggesting that the viewer should remain banned. This communal form of content moderation is a unique finding from this study, which future work should examine further.

**Visibility outside of the platform**

While individual instances of content moderation are important to analyze, they do not exist solely on the platforms they take place on. It is important to consider media attention paid to content moderation on Reddit and Twitch during our digital ethnography, as outside visibility contributes to total content moderation visibility. In addition, we must consider the timing of our digital ethnography alongside the simultaneous anti-trans, misogynist, and racist cultural climate. During our study, a mass of transphobic activity took place on Reddit, along with substantial misogynistic and racist activity on Twitch. This section details this increased media attention alongside the contributions of media attention to content moderation visibility.

**Press on Reddit.** On July 9, the news platform *Jezebel* posted a detailed article about the wave of transphobic platform abuse on Reddit, featuring quotes from several trans Reddit
users (including moderators of trans-specific subreddits) about their experiences dealing with harassment. The article illustrated how the transphobic bot accounts exploited loopholes in Reddit’s user ban and user blocking features and how little power trans users have in preventing or avoiding further abuse (Alford, 2021). Reddit administration took greater action against these transphobic accounts after the Jezebel article was published, introducing restrictions for new account usernames and promising to introduce further improvements to the user blocking/following features near the end of 2021. They also posted a user safety update encouraging affected users to turn off in-app/email notifications for new followers and to block accounts that post abusive content. In January 2022, Reddit announced an update to the user blocking feature that prevents blocked users from viewing activity from accounts that block them (Reddit, 2022c).

Press on Twitch. Twitch’s “Pools, Hot Tubs, and Beaches” category has garnered wide press coverage as it officially became a category in May 2021 (Twitch, 2021). The category was introduced after a long history of vague guidelines around sexually suggestive content on Twitch (Grayson, 2021a, 2021c; Ruberg, 2021; Zolides, 2020). Since its induction, the category has included many popular streamers (such as Amouranth and IndieFoxx) who reported being banned from the platform and also described a lack of care from Twitch itself, claiming that the platform bans streamers for their content while remaining generally unresponsive to harassment and abuse that the streamers themselves face from viewers (Diaz, 2021). In other cases, marginalized, less-known streamers have reported difficulties appealing their bans, which they attribute to their lack of visibility compared to popular streamers. In addition, some Twitch streamers report that they experience targeted harassment, such as AnneAtomics, a white trans woman who claimed that the platform and/or its users may not want a trans woman to be a prominent hot tub streamer (Nightingale, 2021).

Discussion

We described social media content moderation’s visibility by way of two digital ethnographies of online communities on two platforms with vastly different features. On Reddit, content moderation typically becomes visible when a subreddit’s moderation team chooses to openly discuss their moderation decisions with their users through subreddit posts and comments. On Twitch, live video and live chat streams and streamers discussing or visibly moderating content in real-time make content moderation visible not just to moderators, but to users as well. In both cases, visibility is needed to increase accountability and to address concerns around unfair content removal or account suspension. However, also in both cases, visibility is less critical in instances where content obviously violates community guidelines, particularly abusive and harmful content.

Platform features and content moderation visibility

Reddit has few platform tools to make subreddit moderators’ content moderation actions visible to its users. While subreddit moderators can view removed content and banned users via the moderation log, this information is invisible to Reddit users. As we described
in the “Results” section, moderation on /r/FTM typically became visible when a user posted an open objection to a moderation decision, which led to subreddit moderators entering the thread and explaining their decision in the comments. Moderation also became visible when the moderation team chose to openly discuss the subreddit guidelines with the user community, often asking for community input on major guideline changes. These unique user-moderator dynamics can take place on discussion-heavy support communities like /r/FTM with community moderators willing to openly discuss their decisions with their users. Previous literature has explored the frustration and perceptions of “unfairness” experienced by Reddit users whose content is removed without a moderator explanation or without notifying the user (Jhaver et al., 2019a). We expanded on these prior works by exploring the relationship between a marginalized user community on Reddit and their subreddit moderators, finding similarities in how moderation becomes visible in that community and how its users perceive moderation. We also explored how /r/FTM’s moderators combated Reddit’s “toxic technoculture,” (Massanari, 2015) including their limited power to combat transphobic abuse from outside the subreddit compared to Reddit’s sitewide administrators (Alford, 2021; Habib et al., 2019). The actions taken by /r/FTM’s moderators during the wave of sitewide transphobic abuse across Reddit were visible not only in and of itself but made the lack of moderation actions coming from the platform visible as well.

As seen in our Twitch ethnography of the “Just Chatting” and “Pools, Hot Tubs, and Beaches” categories, a platform with the capabilities to stream live content with live chat allows for increased content moderation visibility, both from the platform and from its streamers who moderate their live chats. It is important to consider how content moderation can be visible on all levels and which actors do the work to make this visible. Twitch, like most platforms, does not overtly make content moderation practices visible. Instead, the streamers described in our digital ethnography increase content moderation’s visibility. We described how streamers spoke about Twitch as a higher authority and asked for the platform to do better, regardless of whether Twitch representatives were part of the audience hearing these appeals. However, the streamers provide details that viewers would otherwise never know about Twitch’s content moderation practices and simultaneously interact with viewers while doing so. This differs from platforms like Reddit, where both subreddit moderation and users’ discussion and criticism of subreddit moderation is less visible by design.

The future of (in)visible moderation

External visibility of platforms’ content moderation practices is essential to building public awareness of marginalized populations’ disproportionate moderation. It was from media external to the platforms themselves, for example, that drew attention to TikTok’s suppression of disabled, fat, queer, and Black users (Biddle et al., 2020; Botella, 2019; Gebel, 2020; Köver, 2019) and to Instagram’s content moderation practices disproportionately targeting women of color, queer people, and pole dancers (Are, 2020; Rodriguez, 2019; Salty, 2019; Smith et al., 2021). Increased transparency in content moderation practices is one common recommendation to improve users’ online content moderation experiences (Haimson et al., 2021a; Jhaver et al., 2019b; Suzor
et al., 2019). Lack of transparency disproportionately impacts marginalized users, particularly when content falls into “gray areas” that cannot easily be determined as permissible or not according to guidelines (Haimson et al., 2021b). Making content moderation policies and decisions visible to users, especially marginalized users, might allow them to appeal to content moderation decisions more easily or understand why and how specific content was removed. In addition, including media attention in this study is central to our methodological contribution to digital ethnographic studies, as we must follow the fieldwork everywhere it goes, whether that be on the platform or in press about the platform.

To achieve more equitable social media content moderation for marginalized groups, we must consider the content moderation visibility that platforms’ features allow and where and when content moderation should be visible and when it should not. For example, the abusive and harmful comments directed at marginalized Twitch streamers and Reddit users would do less harm if they had been less visible. Visibility on its own does not constitute change, but with visibility, powerful actors can be made aware of injustice and oppression. Moderation is an expression of power, which is continually renegotiated between the moderator and the moderated. With increased visibility, the moderated can appeal to the moderator and question structures of power. Platforms attempt to moderate abusive and harmful language and actions to maintain safety and neutrality for the everyday user, but as Roberts (2019) found, moderators undertake substantial labor to maintain these spaces. Although Twitch streamers call out inconsistencies and unfair decisions when Twitch removes their content or suspends their accounts, streamers still experience harm from seeing abusive and harmful content. Having to police their bodies even further, women, especially women of color, are disadvantaged by Twitch’s community guidelines (Ruberg, 2021; Uttarapong et al., 2021; Zolides, 2020). Although a streamer like Sukesh Ray did accidentally have her areola slip out, other viewers in the comments and Sukesh Ray herself commented on how other streamers “do worse” but are more valuable to Twitch, so do not get their content removed. Instances of content moderation false positives or gray areas (Haimson et al., 2021b) like with Sukesh Ray need to be made visible so that marginalized people’s disproportionate removals can be acknowledged and resolved.

We argue that an ideal world of content moderation allows marginalized users to call out inconsistencies and unfair treatment regarding content removal and account suspensions while also enabling automated and tiered governance systems that allow moderators and users to minimize their encounters with abusive and harmful content. This also requires that automated content moderation systems are improved so that they do not disproportionately target marginalized people. New features like Twitch’s new chat filters and “channel-level ban-evasion detection” (detecting bots or accounts that try to bypass bans repeatedly; D’Anastasio, 2021) or Reddit’s “opt out of followers” feature3 (Reddit, 2021b) are constructive and positive developments, but only time will tell if their implementation meaningfully reduces harassment. Finding the right balance between protection and open expression is a difficult task. But the responsibility for developing and implementing processes, procedures, and technologies to maintain that delicate balance lies not with a platform’s users but with the platforms themselves. Only by supporting adequate, judicious visibility of their content moderation processes can platforms evolve to meet this challenge.
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Notes
1. “Unban appeal” streams consist of streamers discussing users banned from their channel’s appeals, often asking for community opinions. “Back from my ban” streams consist of streamers sharing their return to Twitch after being unbanned, which may or may not include their recounting of the entire process.
2. As Hamilton et al. (2014) discussed, “user” is a confusing category on Twitch. We use “streamer” to refer to the individual live streaming on Twitch, whereas “viewer” refers to the individual viewing Twitch streams and participating in the live chat, and “moderator” refers to a streamer’s moderation team.
3. On August 25, 2021, Reddit (2021a, 2021b) officially implemented the ability for Reddit users to prevent other users from “following” their accounts, hoping to improve user privacy and discourage harassment from abusive users.
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